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3Using Cloud to Handle Big Data
The current on-premise 
architecture will be 
problematic as annual ingest 
rate increases from 4 to 45 
PB/year as new missions 
begin operations.
ESDIS is developing open 
source cloud-native systems 
for reuse across the agency 
(and elsewhere).
Cloud offers the ability to analyze data at scale, analyze multiple data sets together easily 
and avoid moving large data sets allowing scientists, instead working on data “in place”
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ORNL: Oak Ridge National Laboratory
NSIDC: National Snow and Ice Data Center
GHRC: Global Hydrology Research Center
ASDC: Atmospheric Science Data Center
CDDIS: Crustal Dynamics Data and Information System
SEDAC: Socio-Economic Data and Applications Center
LAADS: Level 1 and Atmosphere Archive and DIstribution System
GES DISC: Goddard Earth Sciences Data and Informations Services Center































DAAC Atmo- Hydro- Bio- Cryo- Litho- Anthropo-
Atmospheric Sciences Data Center ✓
L1 and Atmosphere Archive & Distribution System ✓
Goddard Earth Sciences DISC ✓ ✓
Global Hydrology Resource Center ✓
Physical Oceanography DAAC ✓
Ocean Biology DAAC ✓ ✓
Oak Ridge National Laboratory  DAAC ✓
Land Processes DAAC ✓
National Snow & Ice Data Center DAAC ✓
Alaska Satellite Facility ✓ ✓
Crustal Dynamics Data Information System ✓
Socioeconomic Data Archive Center ✓
DAACs and -Spheres of Influence
8How EOSDIS Federates
Search Common Metadata Repository
Unified Metadata Model
Browse Global Imagery Browse System
Data Standard formats and conventions
Cloud storage
Services TBD* (Web Coverage Service?)
Metrics EOSDIS Metrics System
Sign-on Earthdata Login (oauth2)
Budget Cloud Tamer
Egress cutoff and shaping
*TBD: To Be Determined
NASA - European Space Agency:  MAAP
Multi-Mission Algorithm and Analysis Platform (MAAP)
● Joint NASA-ESA Project




○ Science data processing
○ Collaborative capabilities
*Light Detection and Ranging,
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How MAAP Federates
Search Common Metadata Repository
OpenSearch
Browse Web Map Tiled Service









• 5 Working Groups
– Including Working Group on Information Systems 
and Services (WGISS)








• 129 Participating Organizations
• GEOSS - Global Observation System of 
Systems







Future Federation in GEOSS






*Javascript Object Notation - Linked Data
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EOSDIS + …






– Semantic divergence (e.g., AM-1, TERRA, Terra, …)
– Flexibility vs usability
• New
– Budget control
– Cost of data movement
• Meta
– Variety of variety
– Scalability of people
– Interoperability between concepts (e.g., data ⇔ services)
Variety-Induced Challenges 
